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“AGPS: 33 Palestinian Refugees Died During January 2015 in 

Syria, Including 6 Due to Torture” 

   

 
  

 A Palestinian Refugee Died Days after a Car Bomb in Al Muzaireib 

town, Daraa. 

 A Palestinian Refugee from Yarmouk was Killed in a Mysterious 

Circumstances. 

 An Old Palestinian Woman Died in the Yarmouk Camp Due to the 

Lack of Medical Care and the Siege. 

 Shelling and Clashes at the Yarmouk Camp. 

 Warplanes Bombing and Sporadic Clashes at the Adjacent areas of 

Handarat Camp in Aleppo. 

 A Palestinian Refugee was arrested from Al Aedein Camp in Homs. 

 A Palestinian Refugee from the Yarmouk Camp was Missed in 

Libya. 
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Statistics 

The AGPS monitoring and documentation team announced that "33" 

Palestinian refugees died during January 2015, including "6" people died 

in the Syrian regime's prisons due to torture, while "7" refugees died a 

result of the siege and the lack of medical care, "12" refugees died during 

clashes and shelling, "3" refugees died while trying to reach Europe, and 

"4" refugees for unknown reasons. Meanwhile, Al Nusra Front has 

executed the refugee, "Rashid Al Rabea", from the Yarmouk camp and 
lives at Moroccan street, in charges of cursing the name of God. 

The AGPS clarified that the number of Palestinian refugees who died 
because of the continued war in Syria has reached "2629" victims. 

 

Victims 

The  Palestinian refugee "Mohammed NazzalAl Sieddi" from 

AlMuzeireeb town, Daraa, was killed due to  wounds he attained by a car 

bomb explosion on the 28th of  last January, which resulted in 11 victims 
and dozens of injuries.  

As well as, the Palestinian refugee "Mahmoud Fidda", known as "Abu 

Kinan", from the Yarmouk camp, was found dead after he was kidnapped 

two days ago from Al Orouba Street, as the identity of the killer was not 
known till this moment 

 
Mahmoud Fidda. 
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Meanwhile, the old Palestinian woman  "Nozha Alwan" , was born in 

1935, died as a result of malnutrition and lack of proper medical care  in 

the Yarmouk refugee camp, bringing the death toll from the siege to (165) 

victims died due to  hunger and lack of medical care, according to the 
AGPS documentary Statistics.  

 
Nozha Alwan  

Recent Updates 

A number of shells and shelling targeted the Yarmouk Palestinian refugee 

camp south of Damascus, in different parts of it, causing no injuries, 

coincided with violent clashes, with heavy, medium and light weapons, 

between the Syrian armed opposition groups within the Yarmouk and the 

regular army alongside with the PFGC on the Yarmouk Municipality 
crossing, Palestine Street, AlTadamon neighborhood.  

As for the negotiations and initiatives of ending the siege on the Yarmouk 

camp, the head of the Palestinian reconciliation and the secretary of the 

Palestinian People's Forum, Sheikh Mohammed Omari, has confirmed 

that the reconciliation committee is seeking, in cooperation with several 

parties, to put forward a new initiative to take an international and not 

local character to end the besieged Yarmouk refugee camp crisis, 
excluding any military intervention in the camp. 

He also accused the gunmen inside the Yarmouk of failing and spoiling 

all the initiatives put forward to neutralize the camp and end the siege, 

and pointed out that the PLO in collaboration with the  14 factions 

recently presented an initiative with the participation of secretary of 
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Fatah  and some of the Palestinian organizations, agencies, but it failed 
so far." 

 

It is noteworthy that the armed groups, in turn, accuses the regular army 

and Palestinian factions loyal to it of obstructing and failing the 

neutralizing initiatives, the return of the residents, and ending the siege. 

The people of the Yarmouk camp still complain of the suspension of 

entering food aid to the camp for the eighth week respectively, due to the 

clashes that broke out during the delivery of aid between the regular 

army and groups and the Syrian armed opposition. In the same context, 

the old Palestinian woman "Nozha Alwan", who was born in 1935, died  

as a result of malnutrition and lack of proper medical care within the 

Yarmouk refugee camp, bringing the death toll from the siege to (165) 

victims who died due to starvation and lack of medical care, according to 

the AGPS documentary Statistics. 

It is worth mentioning that on 03/02/2014 four victims from the Yarmouk 

refugee camp were killed; they are:  Ahmed Musa, "Abu Issa," 

Mohammed Ahmed Kassim, Hussein Sayel Faris, and the 12 years boy, 

"Dirar Omar Ghbari" due to the continuation of the siege on Yarmouk by 
the regular army and the PFGC. 

In terms of the medical side, a number of humanitarian cases have left  
the camp for treatment in a hospital in Damascus. 

In a related context, and despite the relative calm at Al Aedein camp, 

Hama, the residents are living in a state of instability and safety because 

of the deterioration of living conditions and high prices, in addition to the 
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raid and arrest campaigns that carried out by the regular army once in a 
while and the other on the camp. 

On the other hand, warplanes targeted the regions and surrounding 

towns of Handarat camp in Aleppo coincided with sporadic clashes 

between the Syrian opposition and the regular army forces on the nearby 
Bureij front. 

It is noteworthy that Handarat camp, where  about twenty thousand of 

Palestinian and Syrian refugees live, was abandoned on 27.04.2013 due 

to frequent clashes and shelling, where the displaced and their property 

is invaded, bombed and destroyed as well as a number of victims were 
killed and wounded.  

 

Arrest 

The Syrian security forces arrested two Palestinian refugees from Al 

Aedein camp in Homs; they are: "Firas Khaled Al Shaabi" who was 

killed while he was heading to the Political Security branch upon a call 

on 18/01/2015, as he is in his thirties, from the Ein Al Zaitouno lives in 

Palestine. 

Meanwhile, the Political Security Directorate, on 23rd of January 2015, 

arrested a retired professor, "Saleh Abbas," the Mukhtar of Al Aedein 

camp neighborhood in Homs, as he is on his seventies, originally from 
Saffuriyya village in Palestine. 

It is noteworthy that the number of Palestinian detainees in the Syrian 

prisons, since the beginning of the war in Syria, has reached to 806 

detainees, according to the AGPS statistics, as well as it also documented 

the names of 291 Palestinian victims were killed due to torture in Syrian 
prisons. 

 

Missing 

The Palestinian refugee "Faris Jalbot" (26 years) from the Yarmouk 

refugee camp was missed during his departure from the city of Ajdabiya 
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to the city of Tripoli in Libya, and there is no information or news about 
him yet. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The relief bodies within the Yarmouk refugee camp Continue to provide 

services to the people that included securing amount of drinking water to 

the camp's residents who suffer from continuous water cuts about 147 

days ago, as the bodies carried out several campaigns to clean the streets 
of the camp and lift the rubble of it.  

Furthermore, the service department in Palestine Charity Committee has 

filled the water tanks for Zaid ibn al-Khattab and Al Waseim mosques 
addition to the Damascene school.  
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Numbers and Statistics till 3/2/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 2629 Palestinian refugees were documented by the AGPS. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 577 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 656 days, water was cut for 147 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached 

165 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 14348 refugees in Jordan, 42,000 in 

Lebanon, according to UNRWA statistics till November. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 479 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 448 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 650 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 294 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in 

Homs and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


